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Knowl.Org. 21(1994)No.4, p . 189-198, 30 refs. 
Reprint of an article which appeared in RevJnt.Doc. 
32(1965)No.4, p.136-144, also reprinted in the FIDICR Report 
No.4 and the author's book Towards a Themy for UDC. 
London: C.Bingley 1969. p.l 19-148, including the author's 
"emendations". Based on the works of Aristotle, Ramon Lull, 
LKant, and the experiences with relationships published in the 
works of S.R.Ranganathan, E.de Grolier, J.Mills, lC.Costello, 
E. Wall, R. Pages, A. Leroy, P. Braffort, M. Kervegant, J. C. Gardin 
and J.Fall'adane, categories and relationships were collected, 
analyzed, grouped and classified in a triadic way so that a 
scheme resulted by which 120 relationships could be defined 
and identified by their positions and their codes. The exercise 
was meant to create and supply a tool for the replacement of the 
non-significant relation symbol, the colon, in the UDC by a 
letter code which could express the actual relationship con
tained in a classificatory statement. Examples for their applica
tion illustrate different cases occun·ing. (KO) 

1. Introduction 

If the (major) premise is accepted, that fully effective 
machine strategization of a retrieval system depends 
upon the USe of a (hierarchically) stmctural (but highly 
flexible) notation as the equivalent for the verbal aCCeSS 
provided by either unitermic or articulated concephlal 
indicators, a faceted] classification logically emerges as 
the desideratum2• 

The two aspects of a stmctural notation most detelmi
native here are hierarchicality and uniform use of general 
categories' (the latter, not merely for the sake of uniform
ity as such, but as the means to a heghtened flexibility). 
These desiderata could of course be present on the idea 
plane alone; but without their being present notationally 
they do not furnish, to a mechanical retrieval system, the 
type of assistance it requires for optimal functioning. 

The second (minor) premise ought to be that the 
Universal Decimal Classification, being both hierarchi
cal  and general-categoric, provides the desired 
stmcturality. But the melancholy fact is that this desidera
tum is not always satisfied, for instance when UDC uses 
direct division of a hierarchy when division by general 
category would be equally appropriate' 

However, research by Ranganathan, Perry-Kent-Berry
Melton, the US Patent Office, the Engineers Joint Coun
cil, Pages, Farradane, Gardin, and several others, leads 
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inevitably to the conclusion that eVen if the desired lexical 
and relational aspects within the substantive elements of 
the classification are provided for in a way to enable 
strategisation of mechanical searching, there is need for 
many relations not provided by hierarchy and general 
categories/relations, in fact between rather than within 
the classifying terms themselves. B.C VickelY points out' 
that 

A second defect of the UDC, fi"om the standpoint of 
faceted classification, is the symbol for general relation
ship, the colon, gives no guidance as to the specific 
relation existing between the terms Un/md. Recently, 
Dr.Kerveganl has studied the matter, on the grounds that 
the indexing of periodical articles makes the indication of 
relationships practically indispensable6• M Kervegant's 
tabulation7 is included in the comparative enumeration 
that follows (fig. 3) 

2. Two Different Classes of Relationships in UDC 

My intention to embark upon the construction of a 
philosophically adequate schema of relators was nol as 
precisely focussed as the foregoing would Seem to indicate 
to begin with. However, considerations of the means for 
increasing the applicability of UDC to mechanised re
trieval were present from the first. The original starting 
point, rather than inter-classificatory relationships, was 
the suspicion that the symbols at present in use in the 
UDC were not actually all members of the same class. 

The dijJerelltia specifica which I applied was: "Does 
this symbol refer to the conceptual structure as such? - or 
to the particular document being classified?" I f the former, 
it is characterised as logical, if the latter, as docu
mentary'.The symbols are accordingly distributed as in 
fig. I 

LOGICAL DOCUMENTARY 
conjunction, 'product' 11:11 
disjunction, 'sum' lI+1r II+U 
span nln 
compounder 11'11 
sub-gJ'ouper [/I ... nl 
language "/I "/I 
form (011) 
place (II) 
race (.11) 
time "n" 
point of view .0011 
auxiliary aspects e

n 
-n 

Figure I,' Relationship symbolization of the UDC. 
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There are several points here that could be improved 
upon (for instance, use ofthe comma to replace the period 
in .On and .OOn'; elimination of closing quote and closing 
parentheses or their use in some other connection; use of 
the compounding apostrophe in wider connections than 
chemical compounds 10; elimination ofthe confusion aris� 
ing from the dual use of any sign) - but the most important 
improvement would be the substitution, for the colon, of 
a larger gamut of relational indicators, as called for in the 
quotation from Vickery. 

The various categorical and relational tabulations con
sulted proved intractable to collation at first - until it was 
noted that, though some belonged to the general group, 
'attributes of beings', others belonged to the general 
group 'relations between beings' II, and some had features 
(or even terms) belonging to both groups. In general, 
however, a broad pattern revealed itself - it looks as a 
different sort of vicious circle (fig. 2). 

Fig. 2: Relations vs attributes 

Enumeration of the categorical and relational tabula
tions studies gives fig. 3 (this enumeration constituting 
the first step toward the final relator-schema). 

3. The Detection of Tripartite Relationships 

If, instead of assuming that a relator can be categoric 
(=capable ofa variety of meanings, thus avoiding the need 
for explicit enumeration of a near-totality ofthe appropri
ate and useful relations as is the case with Farradane's 
operators25 Of Gardin's syntagmata26 - which, however, 
may be less successful in a machine scanned searching 
system than in an optically scanned one), a general 
outline of these tabulations is attempted, the following 
seem to me to comprise the major types present (with 
examples); 

a: ordinal (earlier than . . .  , less than . . .  , smaller than ... ) 
b: determinative (causing . . .  , giving rise to . . .  , limiting ... ) 
c: attributive (with characteristic ... ) 
d: interactive (differing fium ... , in concord witl1 ... , imitating ... ) 
e: subsumptive (with kind such as ... , with parts such as ... ) 
f: logical (negation of..., reciprocal with ... , converse to ... ) 

In each of these cases a generally applicable line of 
division can be seen: 

a: mean + extremes, several sub-types (time: simultane
ous, prior, posterior; size: equal, smaller, larger; degree: 
equivalent, inferior, superior; position: lateral, axial, 
vertical each with its own tripartition) 
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b: a triadic movement from favourable to unfavourable: 
production, limitation, destruction 
c: (the categories of attribution here become part of the 
relational "sphere", just as at relation the converse oc
curs; cf fig. 2) 
d: a triadic movement from favourable to unfavourable: 
concord, difference, contrariety 
e: intersection of the two aspects "subsumed" and "in
trinsic/extrinsic" give rise to the triangle and the resultant 
relations in fig. 4 

i"\ 
intrinsic--extrinsic_ posses

�
ionl / . belongmgness 

type/kind w�part 

Fig.4: The relationships oj subsumption 

f: aside from the triadic (and rather arbitrary) division of 
"capacity for .. ," there is the more legitimate triad: recip
rocal, converse. and negative, which could perhaps be 
shown to be the basic stmcture holding all the sub-types 
together into types as will be attempted in Sect. 4. 

Thus, while not wishing on the one hand to denigrate 
Pages' or Kervegant's careful divisions nor, on the other, 
Farradane's and Gardin's stimulating variable-context 
methods, I would conclude to the need for a more univer
sal and more systematic deduction of relations. But first, 
as the second step toward the final arrangement, I exposit 
a semi-systematic version (fig. 5) of the tabulations 
previously simply enumerated (fig. 3), abstracting from 
all of them all distinct relations. 

4. The Third and Final Step 

Particular deficiencies in this preparatory scheme can 
be seen with relatively little trouble, though the system
atic correction of the arrangement as a whole is by no 
means so obvious, It seemed to me, while seeking for the 
path to such a systematic corrective, that the tripartite 
relation (for instance, as most fundamentally embodied in 
the three interactive terms concord, difference, and con
trariety taken from Ramon Lull's relative principles) was 
characteristic of the tabulation as a whole. The same has 
been already mentioned of the logical te1IDS reciprocal, 
converse, and negative. 

There seemed no way of having this general-categoric 
ideal cover the whole extent of the schema, until it was 
noticed that the tripartition under determinative consists 
of terms all of which are active, as are the further 
tripartitions. If passive determination is also to be in
cluded, the tripartition of determinative can be seen to 
require interactive as welL Om'main member classes then 
have become ordinal, determinative, subsumptive and 
logical. And if any one of these four can be seen as 
congment to the other three taken together, a perfect 
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ARISTOTLE LULL 12, 13, KANI'I4 MILLSl 5  COSTELLO- De17 
WALL16 

JJlbr ..... 
_ ... , "'_, ""IW< qUlUldly 

qJl<Sdott. principle. unity 
whole 

thin, 
kind 

2, application 
2, ..... 
3. matter 

l ,matter 
2, product 
3, by.proclucl quantity 

quality 
..,.11 ... · 
pbco time . 
positIOn 
"'10· 

possibility diffeJe_ plurailly 
dcfiaidon concord totality 
materiality" contrariety 
romWlty bqinnInc qwrIlly 

parIS 
materials 
proc:eucs 
properties 
.,..., .. operations 

" means 
S.medium 

. ". application . . 
S. environment 

.. middle teality 
q..uty elI4 . negation 
_ lal!1y. majorily IimitatiOll 

6, by1"oduct 
1. product 
8,mcarch 
9, dependent 

6. cause 
7. effect 
R.:major topiC. 
9, Paisirityi -

pauioII $ty ::.In"!t t<iIIi/oot 
in_ ..... taIlty __ I 

vuiabie 
10. dcsIin . 
II, p"""",", 

(passive) 

location 
to. means 

subsistence 
causolityl 
depeJJdcnce 

communhy 

_11y 
poaibililyl 

Impossibility 
existencol 

nou-existcncc 
""""-tyl 

contingency 

12 This tabaladon of qwallolru �tftln is fteeIy tramlatcd from T A J Carreras y AmtA,FiiDIo/ill O1rdtz .. de/ouirJo. XIII., XI'(Madrid, Rea1 AcademiadeCieacies Ex ...... F"Uicasy NaIUra\e<.1939), � 425, citins !.uU', . /.ofiaI lION. . 
13 'Ihi.labulatloa of _tIve pdnciples is IieeIy tnnslated flo .. ibidem, i, 430. LaD, 110 ...... , Is hardly the most .. _talive thin"", belWeell Aristotle and . � .. . IDo1_'.LukoIt o/S<7'1r"",.. Aq._ (Wasllinllo .. Catholic Un1rinIIy or "-ita ...... 1948) .... ..... ined u woD, without aD or St 'Ibomu' Rladoultenu beiDi listed· in f"JIUIe 3; but the only relations Jiycn ·Ia tho LcirIeott .. � Dot iIIduded in � 5-8 ... mester/.Iine, prinCiple/ ",0 .... 4· ItIO IIId tdldo pentRMli£ 1k rust or 1hesc call be assimilated to the .... == tho _ (wlricll Dell:mri equale.wllh that or filiation) 

· 10 , and the tblrd It, I f .. � entirely peeu1lor to theology. 
14·F_ O1tIquoo/prue_./rNXSIDiIll'(Lnndo .. �iIIaD, 1950), 113. 
15 _ GldlllIO 1M U_ IJectm« Oind/klltlDn tUDe) (Lond.n, BrItish S_ IDstltvtloa, 1963). 

.16 Froai ICiIJcbi,., 0. -.." .... mm tlre"'Y, ( Lo.dOII, Butterworth, . I�I), 49, ciliDll C CosteI1o a E WaD,R,",,' impnwe ..... ,. ill · � for II.".,. ad -...., iII/r>nrIetIoII (\\'"dmIacton, DuPont, 
1959), ct Ie CasIdIo, 'A buIe tbeory or roles alOYDtactical co.troI. _Ia _Ie indexes' (/ounrol 01 chemlcoi docummllJdon .-./2 

· (1964), 116-114). • -
17· _ a.. � Joint CoaaciI'i 'nle=mn 01 en&iIIctrln# temu (NewYork, ... _, 964),XVIL 
18 F_Vlctely,o._ .... lIem tIretwy, 27-26;36. 
19F_ deGIOIIet,apdt, 7:1-74, cillDt! _ publicatlo •• ofPqiis' 

· 
listed OR 174 (nolO 11). 

. 

0, blbHognphlc 
data 

20 _. -. 80, cItinc P BraII'ort, 'SInIqies optlmales pour Ia recherche 
.. -... .. deo Inf __ '�"""""tic doerimenlJldon ill action (Fnnkfurl/ Main, Naehrlchten lih.DoIrumc:.tatlon,196I),154-163). . 

WRU l 8  PAGEsI9 LEROY· 20KERVEGANT21 
BRAFFORT 

GARDIN22,23 F ARRADANE24 

AIE •. catef,orlc/ .. order In action :. reilldon In subject 
intrinsic gellenzi A. relation r;eneral object 

I/O, inclusive/ abo equal to ..., 1--+ • appurtenanccquali('ter 
. aggreptc act prior B. forthc: ..., 1l�. inclusion; location 
Q. .rrected ad, intcnnediatc purpose implication instrument 
U, ,rod1lCUve af, ('ust· 1., location ..., 12�, parts.; organs 
W,lnstnimental ag.last M. by means ... 13-) ,constituents SYNTOL 
X. negative c.determln- of � 14�. properties HYNdS 
Y. attributive .tire It. results in ..., 14�. physical pro predicates 
Z. simulative eb, cause .... 1424., chemicalpr. entities 

Figure 3 

� influence .... 143� ,biological pro. states 
cd. source; ""* IS� � aptitudes; pre- actions 

origin dispositions 
ef, suppression; .... 2--.,. process SYNTOL 

injUry -:t 21�. action «I filion' 
eg. frame of. -:t 211-7. favourable ac. coordinativc 

reference -+ 2124, unravounblc ac.consecutive 
i., concrete -+212]....:). ,retardation associative 
ib, simultaneous -:t2121�. inhibition predicative 
ic. means �2123�, destruction 
id. barrier -+ 11� • interaction 
if. aiding -+ 21:k- ,favourable La. 
ig.su.pp1y; -) 212E-, unfavounble La. 

transfer � 22� • operation; 
ij. competition . product 
n, aggression .... 3� • depend.enee 
bu. attack: -+ 31-7', causality 
in. resistance -:t 32--7, origin 
o. ctlpIlcil)' � 33� • conditions 
ob, high cap. -:t lifo- • correlation 
oc, average cap. .... 32� • association 
ad,low cap. � 3� • combination 
u, reciprocity � 4� ,orientation 
ii.colJPerse -i4l---4.aspect 

-:t 42--+ ,application 
-+ 4� • utiliSation 
7- S�, comparison 
-+ 5 � • resemblance 
�SIB,.naI� 
-+ 5 12� • equality; 

identity 
.... 5"2--) ,norHCICIDblancc 
., 5214. differenee 
-:t 5224 , opposition 
-) O� • negation of 

thc relation 

ooncum:ncc 
comparison 
associa�n 
equivalence 
state; 

dimension 
appurtenance 
diStinctness 
reaction 
causation 

21 From Vickery. CltzuJFJCllOOn IDId lnduin81n wneel.. 186; and from 
KervCpnt,'" cit (fooloolo 7). Tho fullest ......... t .. i') XervCpnt's mba..,. 
graphed note "Subdivisions communes de relation; expose des motifs', 

22 From.J.C Gardin, "On the codin, of geometrical Jba�s and other representations, 
with .eference to archacoIoP:al documents' (ProCeidlnlf, intcrDational 
Conference 00 Scientific Jnformation, Wasbirigton,1958 (Washington, 
National Academy or Sdenccs, 1959), D, 889-901), 900. 

23 From J..C Gudln & F LOvy, 'Le SYNTOL (SYnlagmatic Orpnlsatinn Unpog.)' 
: Unlonnatiolt proceuinK 1962 (Am_m, North HollaDd,1963), 279-283). 

24 From J E L Farradanc, "Ilelationalindexint and new method. of concept 
organisation for information retrieval' (AutonldtWn tmd sc/md/lC 
communictltion (Washington, American Documentation Institute, 1963). : 
11,135·136). 
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time 

"" 

ordinal degnie 

position 

�rior/bCgjnning/nrst 
simultancous/middlc/bety.·ccn 

stcrior/end/last -D!Il18l1er 
. equal 

1_, -[]inferiOr 

. 
c:quiv�lent 
supenor -DriSht 
ateral centre 

axial 

vertical 

-arigin/source 

.. use 

,f. -Dfront 
centre 
back -oabove/upon/high 
level 
below/under/low {roductive InfluCDC(l/environmentaVprcssurc 

detcnninative limi

.

tatfvc/framc of reference/orientation -{]suppression 
destrUctive �rc 

interactive 

subsumptivc 

logical 

concord 

dIfference 

UlJUry -!]wociatlon/communlty/SymbiO�i' 
imitation/aRllol)' 
(conscious) coopcratian �f/eXciUsiLon 
borrowini/paruitlsm 
dlstinctncsi/wlthdrawa1 {10mpctltion 

ntrarioty attack/agrosrion/conSlraint 
resI.tance �OSSCssiOn(bcIOngl","ess 

", .. /kInd 
whole/part trCciPfoca1 
convene 
.... tIvo 

Fig.5: Semi-systematic version o/thejuxtapositioll in Fig.3 

tripartition-schema might become possible. This new at
tempt is not abstractive (like that cmbodied in fig. 5) nor 
tabulative (like that in fig. 3) but systematizing, and 
constitutes the third and final step toward the desired 
schema. 

The logical relations are the first choice for the task of 
matching all the others, and can be seen to fulfil the need 
thus: 

The relation reciprocity is a tlUe relation (though 
affirmation would be merely an attribute), and when seen 
in correlation with the three residual members, clearly 
shares many characteristics with subsumptive: they both 
refer to a relation in which a totality is presented as a 
totality, including its elements. 

The relation converse, on the_ other hand, is one in 
which a totality is presented as elements-in-relation; this 
cOlTesponds to the relational type determinative, �hich 
implies actionireactionipassio

.
n. 

The relation contradict01Y (or the attribute negative) 
conesponds to the type ordinal, in that what-is-ordered is 
contradictory to (or at least farthest from) the subsumptive 
idea of totality. 

The categories (attributive), not discussed since Sect. 
2, are included here wherever they can be seen to be 
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appropriate. In general, any relational codification can be 
transfOlmed into an attribute (category) by the prefixation 
of (say) a semi-colon". It should be noted that the nota
tional radix is 9, so that, while I have used letters (as the 
most appropriate symbolisation to combine with the 
predominantly numerical UDC"), these notations could 
be easily transformed into numbers for use with a verbal 
notation system. Also note that the derivational factor is 
shown with each tripartition. The characteristic of a 
thoroughgoingly systematie deduction (as of a literal 
translation) is the possibility of ret ran slat ion back into the 
source language. This characteristic, it is hoped, is to be 
found in fig. 6. 

Note that though this schema absorbs almost all of the 
concepts enumerated in fig. 3, treating even pure attributes 
as left-to-right relations, quality and quantity are not 
included in the vast ramificative enumeration of which 
they are capable, but only generally in Ranganathan's 
telms, only the facets are shown, not all the foci. Fig. 7 
gives a systematic tabulation. 

5. Examples 

A few examples of how such coding could be used in 
conjunction with UDC numbers in the classification/ 
indexing of articles, chapters, and books follow. (Note 
that the relators, though designed for use with UDC, and 
for incorporation into mechanised retrieval, can also be 
used with any substantive classificatory vocabulary.) 

'Clouds prior to the hurricane' would be 
551 .576 fffa 551 .5530 

Two other temporal relationships could be similarly 
expressed 

551 .576 fffb 551 .55 'Clouds during the hurricance', 
551.576.fffc 551 .55 'Clouds after the hurrieanee'. 

If 'clouds' were modified by some sort of accidental 
characteristic in the document being reduced to its surro
gate - for instance 'speed of clouds', the relation (always 
read from left to right) would be coded as 

5 1 1 .576 dfd 531 .76 

When forming a complex expression such as 'speed of 
clouds during the hurricane', square brackets3l are used to 
indicate syntactic subordination, as in 

[551 .576 dfd 531 .76] fffb 551 .55. 

Another expression could include the cause of the 
speed of the clouds: 'Speed of the clouds caused by 
atmospheric pressure', coded as 

[551 .576 dfd 531 .76] eigd 551 .54. 

Or, if atmospheric pressure were not the cause, but 
somehow influenced the speed of the clouds, as 

[551 .576 dfd 531 .76] eigf 551 .54. 

When using a real title like 'A study a/general catego
ries applicable to classifIcation and coding in documen
tation' we will first have to transfonll its conceptual 
content into an order from which assignment of numbers 
and relators is possible: 'general categories applied to 
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efi Shorter: Less durable 

NJr:� 
'if.1 Silnilar: Analogous 

Dissimilar 

ffd FlgUIative 

(TE) 
ffe Spatial 

fff Temporal 

(PIN{Ifr 
Toward 
AI 
Away 

{ ffd. O."ld.; Tran",.ndenl 
(e) ffdb Pantlel 

ffdc Inilide: Imminent 
{fd� N", 

(PIN ffd Between . 
fdi· Far 

{creaa Right 

r- (C) ffeab Middle 
ffeac Lell 

{geba Front (e) ffeb Axial (C) ffebb Center 
.be Back. -

-m'" Above; Upon 
ffec VerticaJ (C) ffecb Level 

.co Below: Under 
{fffa Prior: Before 

(C) fffb Simultaneous; During 
fffc POlterior; After 

Triparlltions by Totality 
Totilit)'/Elements, Elements . d, c, f, 

Tripartitions by Positive 
Indeterminate, NeKative = S, h, I, 

'(C)' } 
'(TE)' 

'(PIN)' 

for use with . literal notation or in a verbal 
search stattegy, let ali = 1/9: thus Productive 
(egg) would read 571, etc. 

Fig. 6: The Relator-Schema 
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areas within documentation, namely classification and 
codification' : 

161 . 1  ehe [002 ded [025.3+003.61]]32 

An even more complex real title would be 'On the 
coding of geometrical shapes and other representations, 
with reference to archaeological documents' (geometri
cal shapes and pictorical elements (coding applied to), in 
reference to the documentstion for which archaeology 
sets goals): 

[[5 1 5+084] eihe 003.6] eghe 930.26] 

These relators (and other punctuation modifications) 
are suggested for incorporation into a large scale (perhaps 
centralized or cooperative) mechanization of classifica
tionlindexing and retrieval activities, especially if such 
an activity were intended to supply a variety of levels of 
institutions with documents classifiedlindexed, at corre
spondingly differing levels of richness and depth, in 
tenns of UDC33• The computerized mechanism of such 
supply could of course confound all ofthese relators into 
the colon for print-out of surrogates in the form of catalog
cards, or could (say) use the colon for all relations except 
the determinative, or for all except the SUbS1l111ptive and 
the conditional, or could use the notation as a whole only 
up to two digits for any of the institutions needing such 
variations. 

Fig.? contains the scheme in listed form. (See page 195) 

To summarize, then the following revised tabulation of 
UDC punctuation is suggcsted, fig. 8. 

LOGICAL DOCUMENTARY 

conJunction, 'product' 11:11 n:n : :n:1I to Jnin compkx inter-
:��It::'!; :or:�cnJ 
• colon or aim} 

d/ljunctlon, 'rum' 11+11 n., .In. . .  to Join complex but 
noni'fllited pOOp. warms 
1M IalllO blbUognlphlcli m.trbr. 

'p�n 
compounder 
sub.group�r 

language 
Corm 
place 
,,� 
time 
polnl(lrvkw 

J.u:'liHIIl)' ISpects 

'I' 
n'n 10 be used whclIlver ,ppUclblo In . . .  nl 10 be used wherever 

applicable 
=n "" n ,On 
(II wllhout clollng mule 
("II without dosing mule "n wlthout closlng mllJlc ,oon comml replaces period { ,On comml replace. pedod 
-" 

without doling muk 

Fig. 8: Revised tabulation of UDC relationship indications 

6. Emendations to the Relator-Schema 

6.1 Investigation and experimental use has led to the 
discovelY of a serious but not uncorrectablc lapse in my 
schema of relators. The origin of the problem was an 
uncritical use ofthe (PIN) relator-elements g, h, i to mean 
both a :  positive, indeterminate, and negative in terms of 
content, and b: norlllal (ie, leftlright), hi-directional, and 
reversed (ie, right/left) in tenllS of orientation. Thus there 
resulted several relators whose orientation could not be 
reversed, since only g, i digits represent positive and 
negative in terms of content, as in fdcg, fdei (favourable, 
unfavourable). But A-fdeg-B is not properly reversible 
intoB-fdei-A (A is favourable taB, Bis unfavourablc toA). 
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Another possible origin of the problem is that the (C) 
relators subsumed under ff are both positive, indetermi
nate, and negative in telms of content and normal, bi
directional , and reversed in terms of orientation, for 
example A-fffa-B = B-fffc-A (A prior to B = B posterior 
to A). 

But reversible orientation is available (without change 
of content from positive to negative 01' vice versa) under 
e, and is successfully shown by theg, i transposition. How 
to preserve this advantage while not tampering with the 
apparently correct formulations under ff? 

6.2 A theoretical/practical problem" in the use ofUDC 
demands such a reversibility. Such code as 820:22 could 
well translate Bible influenced [stylistically] by English 
literature. Permutation of such entries would therefore 
almost inevitably result in misapprehension. Thus only 
Bible and English literature in mutual influence should be 
permutable; only for this meaning does no misapprehen
sion result. It was partly in order to remedy this unfortu
nate situation (namely, that permutation is allowed to 
occur even when misapprehension inevitably follows) 
that the schema was constructed but as has been seen, the 
intcntion was not fulfilled throughout. 

6.3 A solution seems available by substitution of a, b, 
c forg, h, i when the orientation-reversibility is necessary. 
This gives ea, eh, ec for eg, eh, ei, which percolates down 
to thc lower lcvcls ofe, thus eag for egg, etc, andeagd for 
eggd, etc. 

This solution leaves all determinative relations revers
ible35, but does not make those ordinal relations which 
need reversibility reversible, since their g, It, i elements 
are (PIN) in the content sense only. Nor does it make 
subsllmptive relations reversible, sinee they have no g, It, 
i elements except for dffg, dflll", dffl (which do not 
require reversibility, being no less symmetrical than the 
11:11 properly used). 

6.3.1 As elements that can be employed in solving this 
problem, I would mention the following: Eachsubsumptive 
relation is possible only in thc left/right and right/lcft 
orientations; if A is whole andB is part, thenB is part and 
A is whole; but there can be no intermediacy of orientation 
(bidirectionality). Each determinative relation is possible 
in left/right, bi-directional, and right/left orientations, 
and (PIN) relations are present here under c as they were 
not under d. Ordinal relations do not form such a homo
geneolls mass as do either the subsul11ptive or the determi
native ones; but all that was available inc overd is present 
in f, plus the mentioned factor of the occasional mutual 
assimilation of orientational indeterminacy and content 
indeterminacy 

6.3.2 Each relation that requires reversibility (that is, 
each one that is oriented, not symmetrical likeA -fe-B = B
fe-A = A compared to B), eithcr has or lacks a, b, c 
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+ 

• 
b 
c 
d 
dd 
ddd 
dde 
ddC 
de 
ded 
dee 
cIeC 
dC 
dCd 
dr. 
dff 
� 
• 
eg e811 08lld 

� 

egh eglld 
eghe 

:d 
egie 
egif 
eh 
eJig 
ehgd 
ehge 
ehgf 
ehh 
ehhd 
ehhe 
ehhC 
ehi 
ehid 
ehie 
ohiC 
el 
eig 
eigd 
eige 
:t 
eihd 
eihe 
eihC 

eU 
eUd 
eiie 
eur 

ALTERNATION, Relation in General 
CONJUNCTION, Logical Relation 
Rec:lproeal 
Convene 
Negative 
Subsumptlve 

Type/Kind 
Prlnclple/Manifostation 
C:::'Jr:,clOS 
S dlvlduum 

Whole/Part 
Organism/Organ Composite/Constituent Matrlx/Partlcles 

Subiectll'io!>ertY 
Subitanee/ ACcIcIent 
PomaortpC>SOOlOlon 
Aeeompanan ... 

Pre"", ... : WIth 
Absence; Without; Lack 

Determinative . 
Active 

PIoduetlve 
Causing 
Orl&Inating: Source 
Inffuencinl: Environmental 

. . 'P<OJIII1I": Ca!IIYtic 
Umltatlve 

Restrictive 
Orienting: Establishing 

...... Of aj>p1lcatloll! 
Frame of Reference: 

Point ofww (aetIve) 
Deatnlctivc 

Injuring . . . . 
=_8: Elimmating 

Inte ... iIv. 
Concordant 

AssOciation; Community; 
Symbiosis 

IntitatiODj Simulation 
Cooperation (conscious) 

Differing 
Bonowing: Parasitism; 

Initrumentality: Utilization 
Barrier; Exclusion 
Distinction: Withdrawal 

Contrary 
Attack: Aggression 
Competition: Antipathy 
Resistance; Defellce 

Passive 
Produced 

Effected; Product: 
Derived: By·product 
hufluenced:Ca�yzed 

Lhnlted 
Restricted 
Applied: OrIented 
Frame of teferencej� . 

Point oC.lew (passive) 
Destroyed 

Injurod 
Suppressed: Eliminated 
Cured 

Fig. 7: Systematic fabulation of relators 

element(s); ifit has then reversibility is made possible by 
transposition (e.g., from A· ... a ... ·B to B· ... e ... ·A); if it has 
not, reversibility is made possible by addition at the end 
of the relational notation of a or c as called for. Thus a 
document concerned with the principle/manifestation re
lation between topics A and E, but 110t coming to any 
conclusion as to their orientation (e.g., A = criminality, B 
� drug addiction) would be codedA·ddd·B � B·ddd·A one 
arguing for an orientation with A as principle and B as 
manifestation would be eodedA·ddda·B � B·ddde·A; one 
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C 
Cd 
Cdd 
Cddg 
rddh 
fddl 
Cde 
Cdeg 
Cdeh 
CcIei 
CdC 
fdrg 
Cdfh 
fdfl 

Te 
fed 
�� 
redi 
fee 
feeg 
Ceeh 
reel 
CeC 
reCg 
fellt 
ren 
.feE 
Ceh 
Cei 
fC 
red 
reda 
redb 
rede 

. redg 
redh 
ffdl 
ree 
ffea 
re ... 
ffeab 
(feac 
reeb 
ffeba 
ffebb 
ffebc 
tree 

reeca 
ffecb 
{feee 
fff 
fff. 
fffb 
fffc 
reg 
flh 
ffi 

Ordinal 
Conditional 

State 
Necessary 
Contingent 
Arbitrary 

Attitude 
Favounblc 
Indireerent 
Unfavourable 

EDergy 
Potent: Capable 
Latent: VIrtual 
Impotent: Incapable 

Compsratlve 
Degroe Superior; More 

Equivalent 
Inferior; Less 

Slze 
Larger 
Equal in size 
Smaller 

Deration 
Longer; More Durable 
Equally DlIl1lblc 
Shorter: to .. Durable 

Identical 
Siniilar; Analogous 
Dissimllar 

Positional 
Figurative 

Outside; Transcendent 
Parallel 
Inside; Immanent 
Near 

. Between 
Far 

Spatial 
Lateral 

Right 
Middle 
Left 

Axial 
Front 
Center 
Back 

VeItical 

Above; Upon 
Level 
Below; Under 

Temporal 
Prior; Before 
Simultaneous; During 
Posterior; After 

Toward 
At 
Away 

arguing for the opposite orientation would be coded B· 
d,lda·A � A·ddde·B. 

6.3.3 The addition of a, e to those codes which lack 
them, effects reversibility quite adequately ind; e has the 
necessary reversibility from the presence of reversible 
elements within each code Cif the notation is changed as 
suggested in Sect. 3.0); we are left then with the ordinal 
relations, f, where there is occasional mutual assimilation 
of orientational and content indeterminacy.A -fd-B means 
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thatA and B are conditionally related, and must therefore 
(if A is taken as the condition for B) be made reversible 
without givingB-fd-A, since that would mean thatB is the 
condition for A ,  not (as is desired) that B is conditional 
uponA ;  so the solution in 3.2 applies here, givingA-fda
B = B-fdc-A, but also giving A-fdb-B for the document 
thematically concerned with the biconditionality of A and 
B, leavingA-fd-B for those for which permutation causes 
no change in meaning. 

Comparative and positional relations at the general 
levels are properly permutable: A-fe-B = A and B are 
being compared; A-ffe-B = B-ffe-A = A and B are in 
spatial relation to each other. 

6.3.4 In addition to the extension of reversible rela
tions by a, b, c, some substitutions of a, b, c forg, h, i need 
to be made in the lower levels offd and fe, namely under 
fdd, fed, fee, and fef; these changes are shown in the 
revised schedule given below in section 5. 

6.3.5 Spatial relations, ffe, should not be partitioned a, 
b, c, for the tetms lateral, axial, vertical, since this would 
imply that the lateral is the reverse of the vertical; the 
ideal solution would seem to be to change ffea, ffeb, ffec 
to some triad of elements not previously used at all, as 
being incommensurable with any of the three original 
triads. Assuredly we could not substitute d, e, f, so a weak 
solution (one thatmightnot cause ilTelevantretrievals and 
would not go beyond the desired nonal radix) would be to 
use the (PIN) elements g, II, i. 

6.4 With these changes, we can be assured that any 
code readingA-. . .  a . .. -B can be permuted, without change 
of meaning, to B-... c ... -A; and that any code reading A-
• . •  g ... -Bhas as its opposite in telms afthe relational content 
A-. . •  i...-B. 

6.5 A revised schedule, replacing fig. 7 ofthe original 
schema, is given in fig.9 (additional relations are shown 
by +, change of terminology by #, change of notation by 
*); 

[(O)#Tripartition by Orientation: a, b, cJ 

[(TE) Tripartition by TotalitylElements, Elements: d, 
e, 11 

[(PIN) Tripartition by Positive, Indeterminate, Nega-
tive: g, h, i] 

a # Normal; Left/right 

b # Bi-directional 

c # Reverse; Right/left 

d Subsumptive. 
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Notes 

* 'Categories and relators: a new schema' [presented to thc 1965 
FID Congress] (Rev. lnl. Doc. 32(1965)p.l 36-144); reptinted in: 
011 the Perreault schema ofre/afions and the rules offormation in 
UDC (Copenhagen, 1966 � FIDICR Report no 4) and above; 
translated into Russian in: Razrabotka i primenenie Universal'noi 
Desiatichnoi Klassifikatsii (Moscow, VINITI, 1967). 
1 Taking this term in the broadest sense, to include all the 
structures comprehended in the various types 'analytico�syn
thetic', 'faceted', and 'free' - principally to avoid the strictures of 
J C Gardin's paper 'Free classifications and faceted classifica
tions; their exploitation with computers '  In: Classification Re
search: Proc. Int. Study Conf. on Classification Research, Elsinore, 
1964, ed P Athelion, Copenhagen: Munksgaard 1965. 161·176 
2 Cf 'The need Jor a faceted classification as the basis of all 
methods oj information retieval', reprinted in Proc. Int. Study 
Conf. on Classification for InfOlmationRetrieval (ISCCR), Dorking, 
1957. London: ASLIB 1957. p.137-47. 
3 Cf E de Orolier: A study of general categOlies applicable to 
classification and coding in documentation. Paris: UNESCO 1962. 
4 Ibidem, p.l8·42 (Sect.11). 
5 B C VickelY: Classification and inde.:r:ing in science. London: 
Butterworth 1959. p.l86. 
6 There is a fairly commonly held opinion that only in a tl11ly 
enormous collection of documents does the need arise for rela� 
tional terms (sec for instance the comments by R AFairthome: Proc 
ISCCIR (cited in footnote 2) p.l  07); and by F W Lancaster: Some 
obselvatiolls 01/ the peJjormance of EJC role indicatOJ:,) in a 
mechanised retrieval system. Spec. Libr. 1(1964)No.10, p.696� 
701). However, the Itek LaboratOlies' SummmyoJproject activities 
(Program of Research on InfOlmation Searching Systems) (=IL-
4000-17; NSF-C88), p.l3, states that: 'Experiments were con� 
ducted where syntactic features of subject entries were ignored, and 
search was made only for co�occurrence of pertinent words within 
an entry. Results of searches made gave useful data. For example, 
(in one search) 60percentoftheresponscs were invalid. (inanother) 
some 24 pcrcent ofthe responses were invalid'. 
J�C Gardin states also In: SYNTOL. New Bnmswick, NJ: Rutgers 
University Graduate School Library Service 1965. p.54, that: 'an 
earlier experiment showed that retrieval with unrelated descriptors 
in this same field leads to an appreciable percentage offalse drops, 
ie, to a substantial fall in the relevance ratio'. He also cites R C 
Cros, J C Gardin, F Levy: L'automatisation des recherches 
documentaires. Paris: Oauthiers-Villars 1964. chapt 5 and B, 3.1. 
7 D Kervegant: Developpement de I 'analyse des relations da1ls la 
CDU. Quart. Bull. lAALD 3(1958) p. I I I·1l6. 
8 There is a good deal of similarity betwcen this distinction and that 
ofWCB Sayers between 'inner' and 'outer' 'f0I111S' (see J Mills: 
A modem outline oflibrGlJI classification. London: Chapman & 
Hall 1960. p. 35. 
9 See J M Perreault's essay A new deviseJor achieving hospitality 
in array. Amer. Doc. 16(1965)No.3, p.245-246). 
10 In J Mills: The Universal Decimal Classification. New Bruns� 
wick, NJ: Rutgers University Graduate School of Library Service, 
1964), 61, an example is given of a four�element number represent� 
ing 'Supersonic flow: Cones: Pressure gradient: Shear flow' -
533.696.4 : 533.6.011.5 : 539.386 : 533.69.048.3 . comprising 
thirty numerical digits and twelve marks of punctuation. By use of 
the compounding apostrophe this could be reduced to twenty-three 
digits and ten marks - 533.6'964.4'011.5'9.048.3 : 539.386. The 
fact that the order of the original elements (a:b:c:d) had been 
changed (to a:b:d:c) would make no difference in a mechanized 
search of a linear file, as long as the citation order was one 
detennined by convenience alone and not by exigencies ofmean� 
ing. (This device, of course, would be all the more likely to be 
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d SubsumptlvCl 
i'cI.l A  iubwmes8 
+de B IIlUbiumed by A 

dd Type/Klnd 
-tdda Type>.Klnd 
tdd. Klnd�Type 

ddd Principle/Manifeatatlon 
+cIda Prindpl,)Manlfeat,Uon 
+ddc Manlt.taUon(Prtnclple 

dde Gonus/Speclu: 
+ddeJ Gonul)Specle. 
+ddec SpecfOl(Gcnus 

ddt SpoclOl/lndMduum 
+ddf, SpGclCl)lttdlriduum 
iddfe Indlriduum(Speclu 

do Wholo/Put 
td.. Wholo)Put 
+dec Part(Wholc 

dod Drpnlsm/Organ 

.dr 

td.do Orpnbm)Oraan 
_ Orsan<Drpnbm 

de<> Compocito/ComUluen' 
+deea.' Compos.lte)Condltuent 
+deeo eon.Utuent(Compodte 

·doC Ma'rix/PutIcIeJ 
+def. Matrix)r.rtlcle. 
+dete Puticlca<Malrix 

Subject/Property 
tdr. Subj •• , )Properly 
.... r. Properly<Subj ••• 

dtd Substance/Accident 
+dfda Substan<:e)Accldcnt 
+dldc Accident <Sub.tance 

dfe Pouesior/Poueuion 
+cIfe. Poueuor)PoueiSlon 
+dfee PO&SeJllon(POlSeiSor 

dCf Accompanance 
+dff. If accompanies B 
+dffe B ia accompanied by A 

dffg Presence: WJth 
+drib Paulvc prcsanco 
drn Absell'ce; Without 

e Delerrnlnallve 
-ea Active 

-eas Productive 
.eaJd Ciuung 
-caae Origlnatlns: Source 
-u,r.f Innucnclng; Environmental prelWnI. Catalytic 

.eah UmU.Uve 
-eahd RcJtrictJve 
-eabe Oricntinli Batablldtlna loala or appUcatlonl 
-.. hf Frame of reference; Point of view (acUvo) 

*w Destructlvo 
*oald Injurina: 
-oale SupprusJns: Eliminating 
"'elll OJring 

"'eb InteracUve 
-cbs Concordant 

-ebld Auoclatlon; Community; Symbiosis 
-cbgo Imitation; Simulation 
-ebp Coopenllon (conscious> 

.obb Dirfering 
.ebhd Borrowinl. PanJilllm: lrutrumentality; Utilizatic 
-ebhe Barrier; Ex.cluslon 
"'ebhf Dlatinctlono Withdrawal 

.ebl Contrary . 
-ehid. Attaclq AgtelIion 
-eble Competltloni Antipathy 
-eblt Rez;lItance: Defence 

-ee Passive 
-eel Produced 

-Kid ., Effected; Product 
-.eCJ,o ,. Derlved; By-product 
-eeaf Influenced: Catalyzed 

*ccbUmited 
"'echd Reltricted 
.echo Applkd; Oriented 
-echf Fnmo ofrl!ferencc; Point of view (passive) 

-eel Doltroyed 
-ecld Injured 
"'edo Suppressed: Eliminated 
-eelt Cured 

Fig.9: Revised scheme ill listedform 
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f Ordinal 
td Conditional 

+fda A conditions B 
+fdbA and B arc mutually conditioned 
+fdc B III conditioned by A 

fdd Sutc 
.fddt Neoeuary 
-Iddb * Arbitrary 
.fddc fJ Contingent 

ldel Attitude 
(del Favourable 

+fcdp. A Cavours B 
+fedab A andB mutually favourable 
+Cedge B favoured by A 

fdeb Indiffmnt 
+fdohl. A Indifferent to B 
+fdehb A and B mutually indifferent 
+fdehe B 'indlfferented' by A 

Idel Unfavourable 
+fdel. A u,nfavourablc to B 
+fdelb A and B mutually unfavourable 
+fdelc B 'unfavoured' by A 

Idt Energy 
fdfl . Potent; Capable 

+Cdlga A capable of B 
+fdfll.b A and B mutual1Y capable 
+fdrge B 'cspabled' by A 

(dfh Latent. Virtual 
+fdfh. A latent in B 
+fdfhb A. and B mutually latent 
+fdfhc B latent with A 

(dO Impotent; Incapable 
+Cdna A Incapable or B 
+fdfib A and B mutually incapable 
+rdnc B 'incapabled' by A 

to Comparative 
fed Degree 

·feda 
*fedb 
*redc 

fee Size 

Superior; More 
Equivalent 
Inferior; LeS! 

*feea Larger 
*feeb Equal in size 
*(eee Smaller 

fet Duration 
-ref. Longer: More durable 
*fefb Equally durable 

·-fefe Shorter; Lell durable 
fel Identical 
feh Slmihlr: Analogous 
tei Dissimilar 

« Podllonal 
ffd Figurative 

ffda Oubide; Transcendent 
Ifdb Parallel 
ffde Inllde; Immanent 
frdB Near 
ffdh Between 
ffdl Far 

ffe Spatial 
.frel . Lateral °llop 

-«elb 
-ffcae 

·lteh Axial 
-ffehl. 
-rrl!hb 
·ffehc 

-ffd Vcr tical 
·rrela 
·ffelb 
-«ele 

rtf Temporal 

Rloh' 
Middle 
Loft 
Front 
Center 
Back 

Above; Upon 
Love' 
Below; Under 

ffra PrIor; Before 
rrab SimultancouI; Durina: 
Mc Posterior: After 

fT. Toward 
ffh At · 
m Away 
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suggested in the absence of a developed repeliOIY of relators, since 
if several relators are appropriate to replace cach of the colons in 
the original expression, it is wholly evident that the apostrophe 
could not replace them). 
11 The two types are analogous to the two fashionable words 'roles' 
and ' links'. J C Gardin, commenting on the deficiencies arising in 
the use of simple roles, says (SYNTOL, p.2?) that: 'A better answcr 
is to do without roles altogether, and amplify links so that they 
convey the same information as roles and links taken together .. . ' 
The cited passage came to my attention after the elaboration ofthe 
final form ofthe schema (figures 6N8), but it quite clcarly expresses 
intentions identical to those that guided me. 

Footnotes 12N24 see under Fig.3 
25 CJibidem, p.135: 'Since each opcrator is in effect a categOIY, 
each may express varieties of meaning.' 
26 See Gardin in the work cited in footnotes 24 and 25, and his and 
R C Cros' Final report 011 a general system/or the treatment oj 
dOClIl11entmJI data. Palis: Association Marc Bloch, 1963. p.1. 
27 A more general statement of this tripattition might be affirma
tive, contrmy, and cOlltradict01J1,' but affirmative is not actually a 
relation, but rather an attribute - and the samc can be said of 
negative. 
28 A convention must establish the position of such attributive 
usages with reference to the substantive code being modified; the 
examples given below, however, will refrain from such usage and 
hence from the need to establish such a convention. 
29 As mentioned above, this schema was intended as the basis for 
a structural notation capable of forming complex classifications 
from a compound classificatory schedule, and the notating of it 
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offered at least three choices: a: punctuation symbols, b: letters, c: 
numbers. The first was attempted, but the results were so bizane as 
to make optical scanning highly difficult. Letter- or number
combinations of the radix aNi or 1-9 arc therefore recommended. 
30 The UDC numbers used herc are from the Trilingual Abridged 
Edition. 
31 For the use of square brackets (as against the English usage), see 
K Fill: Eilljiihrullg in das Wesen del" Dezimalklassijikatioll. 2nd 
ed. Berlin: Beuth 1960. p.20-21 
32 A questionable point is whether it is necessary to specify 
classification and coding as areas within documentation; this 
inclusion is £1irly nearly obvious. 
33 See (as general background) J M Perreault's papers ' On bibliog
raphy and automation; or holV to reinvent the catalog'. Libri 
15(l965)No.3, p.287-339 for a proposal oriented toward such a 
centralized activity. 
34 The abstracts/codes used here to exemplify this problem were 
suggested by C David Batty. 
35 Note thatA-e-B may be taken to be properly permutable, since 
it means only that A and B are in some (indeterminate, in terms of 
content) relation, whereas A-caNB is reversible into B-cc-A, andA
cb-B indicates that A and B are interactive (ie, indeterminate in the 
oricntational sense) relation (mutual therefore symmetrical). 
36 This codc should be added, as suggested by J C G Wesseling in 
On the Perreault schema, cited in the first footnote *, to mean 
'passive presence'. 
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